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Code of Ethics To Check Malpractices and Plagiarism in Research
Definition of Plagiarism: Plagiarism is type of academic dishonesty in which copying
and presenting another person’s work without the acknowledgment of the source. It involves
sentences, phrases, paragraphs from published or unpublished work, report, piece of software,
etc.. It may be intentional or non-intentional.
The college is committed to producing and promoting research and innovation towards
highest quality by avoid any kind of plagiarism and other unethical practices. There is need to
use research work of researcher who has already published their work. Every time we refer the
published research work to compare with current research but everyone should follow the
rules and regulations. In research and its publication the ethics plays an important role for the
quality and intellectual property rights, since it is observed that some people claims others
work as their own research work and this nature will be dangerous for individual and
institutional reputation. To maintain high standard of academic and research work, the research
and research papers or projects should go through the proper process of plagiarism. The quality
research work produced must be assessable across globe to reach the highest success.
The college inform to all its staff and students to maintain highest standard in their
academic research or support to academic research activities.
1. College plays an important role in maintaining standard of research and innovative
culture among the staff and students.
2. No any kind of plagiarism is allowed in the college. it may be copying or paraphrasing
substantial parts of another’s work without acknowledging, claiming credit for another’s
work.
3. Use freely available software to check plagiarism during review. In case during
participation of teachers/students in seminar/ conference, permission must be taken
from the Principal in writing research papers.
4. We also keep our teachers and students informed of appropriate guidelines for
publication in various journals, including those recognized by the UGC.
5. Also we provide a library which is well equipped with some quality journals from the
world over for quality research and writing for our teachers and students.

